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The virtual class assembly of VIII C for the Academic Year 2021 was conducted on 6 th October 2021.
All the students participated in the event enthusiastically. Looking forward to the exciting experience, the
students invoked the blessings of the Almighty through ‘Gayatri Mantra’. It was followed by ‘Schema of
Social Skills’ which was the creation of a flow chart live. Six students remotely collaborated and
presented the flow chart. The aesthetic quotient of the chart gave a stunning start to the assembly.
‘7 Wonders of DAVPS – a Student’s Perspective’ was a visual treat to the viewers. Conscientious
Principal Ma’am and ensemble line of teachers, sprawling playgrounds and stage, application-oriented
textbooks, Corridors full of thought-provoking quotes, School Library, clean and pristine restrooms, nonstop availability of water were the wonders that were highlighted by the students. Various social skills
learnt from these wonders were also featured in the presentation.
The programme ‘Tous Ensemble’ had all 38 students of the class coming together to perform a Mass drill
to emphasize social skills like teamwork and coordination. House wise performance along with subtle
drum beat sound was a visual treat to the viewers.
Tous Ensemble was followed by, ‘All Hell Broke Loose’, a role play in the form of a skirmish among the
parts of speech. Noun, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb, Adjective, Preposition, Conjunction and Interjection,
represented by the students, were depicted to be fighting among themselves to be proclaimed as
‘The Best of All’. Entertaining and edifying, the programme stole the show.
The concluding programme was the mesmerizing Veena recital of ‘Shaanti Paat’ by Sweta and Sriya,
which was a sensational auditory treat.

„Schema of Social Skills‟ – Live Creation of a Flowchart on Social Skills

One of the 7 Wonders of DAVPS – Sprawling playgrounds and a splendid stage

Application Oriented Textbooks – a salient feature of DAVPS

“Come, Let‟s „Tous Ensemble‟!” – a virtual Mass Drill performance

When parts of speech skirmish among themselves, „All Hell Break Loose‟!!!

A spellbinding Veena recital of Shaanti Paat by Sweta and Sriya

